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Plano Model Products - #14930 
GP30 Cab Sub-Base Step Set 

Proto2000 Models  

 The prototypical sized cab sub-base steps in this kit are 
designed to be used in conjunction with Cannon and Co #2026 
GP30 Side Step Set on a Proto2000 GP30 model.  They can be 
added to an undecorated or predecorated model.  Extra care 
will be need on a predecorated model as the model will need 
to disassembled and some modifications will be made to 
painted features. Please read through these instructions to 
familiarize yourself with what is about to be required to add 
these sub-base steps. 
 

 Remove the cab from the sill frame and remove the 
plastic cab step from the right rear cab wall. For the new rear 
cab step there is a drill template to aid in getting the 
mounting holes correctly positioned. This template folds 
up to fit over (around) the lower portion of the right 
rear cab door wall.  At the half etched score lines, 
bend each section 90 degrees, forming a U shape.  
Slide this up, centered over the bottom of the wall and 
drill #78 holes in each hole on the template.  The 
angled shaped step is used in this location and can be added 
now or later depending on your project.  If adding before 
reinstalling the cab, use extreme caution so you don't damage 
the step as it is a precise fit. In either case, before adding the 
step to these drilled holes, carefully bend the front lip down 90 
degrees at the half etched score line. When ready, insert 
mounting pins in drilled holes and CA cement in place. 
 

 The plastic front left battery box step will need to be 
removed, leaving a clean/smooth surface for the new step.  
Using the other included template, bend 90 degrees at etched 
line, lay on battery box with holes of template on front surface 

of sub base and drill #78 holes in each template hole.  Remove 
step from fret, bend front lip down 90 degrees, insert mounting 
pins in drilled holes and CA in place. 
 

 This completes this portion of your GP30 detailing 
project.  Continue with the rest of your detailing.  Here is a list of 
other GP30 details we have available for your GP30. 
#14805 GP30 Highhood Bell Brackets (2) w/template-Brass  
#14806 GP30 Dynamic Brake Extended Range Cable Cover 
 Box (2) Brass 
#14807 GP30 Dynamic Brake Fan Hatch Plate (2) - Brass  
#14808 GP30 Non-Dynamic Brake Hatch and Fan Blank Plate   
#14809 GP30 Dynamic Brake Extended Range Inspection 
 door - Early Low Hinge - Brass 
#14810 GP30 Dynamic Brake Extended Range Inspection 
 door - Late High Hinge - Brass 
 

 Thank you for using our product on your GP30 detailing 
project.  Please see your local hobby dealer for all of our photo 
etched details. Or visit us online. 

P14930

Parts as packaged, showing from back side.  Trim 
parts from fret as needed.  The fret is the shaded 
area shown and is discarded when empty. 
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